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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a promis-
ing virtualization technology that has the potential to significantly
reduce the expenses and improve the service agility. NFV makes
it possible for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to employ various
Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) without installing new equip-
ments. One of the most attractive approaches in NFV technology
is a so-called Joint Placement and Allocation of Virtual Network
Functions (JPA-VNF) which considers the balance between VNF
investment with Quality of Services (QoS). We introduce a novel
capability function to measure the potential of locating VNF
instances for each server in the proposed OJPA-HS model. This
model allows the servers in the network to be heterogeneous,
at the same time combines and generalizes many classical JPA-
VNF models. Despite its NP-hardness, we present a provable
best-possible deterministic online algorithm based on dynamic
programming (DP). To conquer the high complexity of DP, we
propose two additional randomized heuristics, the Las Vegas (LV)
and Monte Carlo (MC) randomized algorithms, which performs
even as good as DP with much smaller complexity. Besides, MC
is a promising heuristic in practice as it has the advantage to deal
with big data environment. Extensive numerical experiments are
constructed for the proposed algorithms in the paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is an emerging
technology in which network functions are executed on
generic-purpose servers instead of proprietary software appli-
ances. Such replacement makes it easier for Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) to employ various Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) including firewalls, load balancers, network address
translators, content filtering, deep packet inspection and so on.
Also, with the advent of such evolution of networking, it is
possible to employ the pre-mentioned VNFs without installing
new equipments and thus more environmental friendly and
cost efficient.
One of the most attractive and promising approaches with
the potential to dramatically reduce the expenses is the Joint
Placement and Allocation of Virtual Network Functions (JPA-
VNF). This subject aims to find a good balance between VNF
instances investment in the network in order to provide specific
service requirements with the Quality of Services (QoS), for
example, packet loss probability. Generally, the objective is to
optimally or nearly optimally allocate the VNF instances in
the network in order to serve possible networking demands
with certain QoS requirements. Service requirements in NFV
are characterized by network flows, and the packets need to
pass through the ordered set of VNFs before reaching the
destination. Such specific order is studied as the so-called
Service Function Chain (SFC) in the NFV literature (see [12],
[18], [19]). Vast works on NFV are done under the SFC
constraints. For example, several such interesting problems
are considered by Sallam et al. [15]: 1) How to find an SFC-
constrained shortest path between any pair of nodes? 2) What
is the achievable SFC-constrained maximum flow? 3) How
to place the VNFs such that the cost (the number of nodes
to be virtualized) is minimized, while the maximum flow of
the original network can still be achieved even under the SFC
constraint?
Various works are done from approximation algorithm
perspective. Tomassilli et al. [17] study the problem of how
to optimally place VNFs in the network such that the total
deployment cost is minimized and at the same time all the
SFC requirements of the flows are satisfied. Lukovszki et
al. [11] studies approximation algorithms for the incremental
deployment of a minimum number of middleboxes at optimal
locations, such that capacity constraints at the middleboxes and
length constraints on the communication routes are respected.
And a NFV service distribution problem is also studied from
approximation algorithm perspective by Feng et al. [7], whose
goal is to determine the placement of VNFs, the routing of
service flows, and the associated allocation of cloud and net-
work resources that satisfy client demands with minimum cost.
Particularly, they provide an O(ε) approximation algorithm
running in time O(1/ε).
Heuristic algorithms are also popular in NFV study due to
its practical efficiency. A near-optimal solution is solved by
heuristic in [10] for the real-time NFV, aiming to maximize
the total number of requests assigned to the cloud for each
SFC, while the deadline constraints are obeyed. Bari et al.
[1] provide a dynamic programming based heuristic to solve
large instances of VNF placements. Trace driven simulations
on real-world network topologies demonstrate the performance
of the proposed heuristic is within 1.3 times of the optimal
solution. Casado et al. [2] consider the model with a single
type of VNF and present a heuristic algorithm towards solving
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Fig. 1: General JPA-VNF
the placement problem. And Gember et al. [8] propose the
design and implement for a novel architecture called Stratos,
an orchestration layer for virtual middleboxes, in order to
overcome the lack of systematic tools to efficiently compose
and provision in-the-cloud middleboxes. Refer to [4] and [9]
for more related work from different technical perspectives in
the NFV literature.
II. RELATED WORK
In general Joint Placement and Allocation of Virtual Net-
work Functions (JPA-VNF), an undirected and connected
network G is given, for which we denote the set of nodes
by V . Each node in the network represents a private server or
datacenter owned by a certain network operator or a service
provider which has the potential to locate VNF instances. The
service requirements are represented as a set of flow passing
through the network, i.e., enter the network at a source node,
get served along the flow path and leave the network afterward
at the destination node. We denote the set of flow by J , which
is known before making decisions in previous work. Each flow
j ∈ J has its specific amount of demand dj to serve, as well
as the particular service path Pj , which is also known in JPA-
VNF literature. Each Pj is described as a particular sequence
of nodes in the network. It is of huge difference for serving
a requirement in a traditional network environment with that
in a virtualized network environment. In the latter, we say a
flow requirement j is served or satisfied as long as the sum of
VNF instances placed in the nodes which Pj passing through
are sufficient to serve dj . While in the traditional environment,
the network functions can only be placed in certain locations
equipped on which are the proprietary hardware. Note distinct
flows may overlap each other which may cause the crowd as
well as the wasting of resources, see Fig. 1 as an example. The
goal in general JPA-VNF is mainly to balance the consumption
of computing resources with the QoS.
Many scenarios are proposed and considered for real-world
requirements in JPA-VNF literature. For example in the work
of Sang et al. [14], they formulate a scenario of JPA-VNF as
the following MILP problem:
min
ui,xij
∑
i∈V
ui
subject to
∑
i∈Pj
xij ≥ dj , for all j ∈ J , (1)∑
j∈J
xij ≤ uiR, for all i ∈ V,
xij , ui ∈ N, for all i ∈ V, j ∈ J .
They take into account that an arbitrary VNF instance
implemented on the virtual server has a limited fixed amount
of computing resources, denoted by R in program (1). And
multiple copies of R can be added to the server by activating
more VNF instances. In their model, one has to decide the
placement and allocation of VNF instances such that all the
flow demand can be served, at the same time the number of
VNF instances implemented on the total network is minimized.
In other words, the QoS is 100% guaranteed and the wasting
of computing resources is minimized in the model. They
proposed an almost-tight approximation algorithm for this NP-
hard problem.
However, a hidden assumption in the above work is that any
virtual server in the given network has unlimited potential to
activate VNF instances, while it is not always the truth. In the
latter work of Sallam and Ji [16], they remove this assumption
and make a new one that once a virtual server is activated to
be a VNF node, it has a fixed limited computing resources to
serve flow demand. Each virtual server i in the network has
its specific amount ci of potential capacity and specific cost
bi to be activated. In particular, they formulate the model as
the following MILP:
max
U,xij
∑
j∈J
dj · 1{∑i∈{Pj∩U} xij≥dj}
subject to
∑
j∈J
xij ≤ ci · 1{i∈U}, for all i ∈ V, (2)∑
i∈U
bi ≤ B,
xij ∈ N, U ∈ V, for all i ∈ V, j ∈ J .
The notation 1{E} is an indicator function for event E
that equals to 1 if E happens and 0 otherwise. The capacity
and budget constraints are considered in program (2). In this
model, one has to decide the subset U of virtual servers in
the network that will be activated to VNF nodes, as well as
the allocation xij of the service requirement j ∈ J along its
specific flow path Pj , so as to maximize the total amount of
fully served demand. In other words, this model is to maximize
the QoS with limited budget of computing resources, and the
crowd constraints are also considered in the model. A novel
relaxation method is presented that modifies the objective
function to a submodular one and through which a (1−e−1)/2-
approximation algorithm is proposed in their work. Other
interesting but less-related models and algorithms on JPA-VNF
see [3], [5], [6], [13].
III. OUR MODELS AND DEFINITIONS
We continue to use the notations defined in the last section
if they cause no confusion. For the given undirected network
G, let V be the set of virtual servers that have the potential
to locate VNF instances. For each distinct server i ∈ V ,
we formulate its capability of locating VNF instances by a
specifically defined function fi(·), the variable of which is
the amount of demand assigned to server i, denoted by ui.
The value of fi(ui) reflects a cost of using ui amount of
computing resources of server i. By this function, we allow
the virtual server to be heterogeneous and at the same time
generalize a large family of capability functions, such as
incremental function, concave function, step function, hard-
capacitated function, etc. We only restrict fi(·) to be a nonde-
creasing and left-continuous mapping from nonnegative reals
to nonnegative reals with infinity. In particular, we make the
following assumption.
Assumption 1: For each i ∈ V , fi(·) satisfies the following:
1) fi(·) is a mapping from R+ to R+ ∪ {+∞};
2) fi(x) ≤ fi(y) for every x ≤ y;
3) lim
x→u−
fi(x) = fi(u) for every u.
We will show that our capability function is powerful
enough to take both the crowd and the wasting of computing
resources into consideration at the end of this section. Under
Assumption 1, we formulate the Joint Placement and Alloca-
tion of virtual network functions with Heterogeneous Servers
(JPA-HS) as the following program:
min
ui,xij
∑
i∈V
fi(ui)
subject to
∑
i∈Pj
xij ≥ dj , for all j ∈ J , (3)∑
j∈J
xij ≤ ui, for all i ∈ V,
xij ∈ N, for all i ∈ V, j ∈ J .
Through the following lemma, we show that by introducing
such capability function fi(·), our problem is well-defined
because it is possible for one to make a globally best decision
if the decision is not necessarily made in polynomial time.
Lemma 1: Under Assumption 1, any feasible instance for
program (3) has a globally optimal solution.
Proof: Assume w.l.o.g. that the infimum O∗ of objective
values for the set of solutions to program (3) is a well-
defined finite number, because otherwise any feasible solution
is optimal (directly from the fact that no solution has a finite
objective value). Then there must be a sequence of solutions
{(uk, xk)}∞k=1 such that limk→∞O(uk, xk) = O∗, where
O(u, x) is the objective value of solution (u, x). Note uk and
xk are bounded from 1) of Assumption 1. Since O∗ is finite,
each fi(ui) must be bounded for all k > k0. Therefore an
infinite subsequence {(ukp , xkp)}∞p=1 can be picked such that
for any i ∈ V , the following limits exist:
1) limp→∞ ukp = u∗;
2) limp→∞ xkp = x∗;
3) limp→∞ fi(u
kp
i ) = f
∗
i .
Since fi is nondecreasing and left-continuous by assump-
tion, fi(limp→∞ u
kp
i ) ≤ f∗i = limp→∞ fi(ukpi ), thus (u∗, x∗)
must be a globally optimal solution.
However, if we restrict the decision be made in polynomial
time, then the answer must be negative. We will briefly prove
that JPA-HS is at least NP-hard by showing it generalizes
program (1). In fact, our model of JPA-HS can also handle
the capacity constraints in (2). Based on the NP-hardness of
program (1) proved in Sang et al. [14], we are able to state
the following.
Lemma 2: JPA-HS is at least NP-hard.
Proof: For all i ∈ V , by setting the following capability
function, we are able to reduce JPA-VNF scenario (1) to JPA-
HS.
fi(ui) =
{
0, ui = 0;
duiR e, ui > 0.
Easy to check that the above function satisfies Assumption
1, particularly see Fig. 2 as a description. Thus JPA-HS is
harder than JPA-VNF which is proved to be NP-hard in [14].
Complete the proof.
Fig. 2: Capability function in JPA-VNF scenario (1)
Despite the above step function, we allow f(·) to locate
in much larger function classes, for example linear function,
concave function, hard-capacitated function etc. Taking a
glance at the hard-capacitated one, note this is the capability
function in JPA-VNF scenario (2). For each i ∈ V , by setting
fi(ui) =
 0, ui = 0;bi, 0 < ui ≤ ci;
+∞, ui > ci,
we are able to reduce JPA-VNF scenario (2) to JPA-HS
neglecting the objective in that problem. Moreover, we allow
distinct virtual servers have different capability functions in
our model as long as it satisfies Assumption 1.
For real-world application consideration, we mainly con-
sider the online scenario of the described problem as it is
always the case that we have continuously online service
requirements. Only after the previous requirements get served,
we start to consider the later one. No information for the
sequence of service requirements are known before realized,
i.e., we have no way to know the flow path Pj as well dj before
flow j comes. And in NFV practical, decisions are costly
and difficult to reverse. Therefore, we mainly consider the
online version where no precious decision can be removed or
changed. We give a name for this brand new model as Online
Joint Placement and Allocation of virtual network functions
with Heterogeneous Servers (OJPA-HS).
IV. DETERMINISTIC ONLINE ALGORITHM
In the last section, we already prove the NP-hardness of
JPA-HS by reduction. However, it is far from the limit of the
hardness for OJPA-HS. For the negative part, we construct
an adversarial instance that no deterministic online algorithm
can have a bounded competitive ratio. For the positive part,
we propose a deterministic algorithm that from performance
perspective always outputs the best-possible solution a deter-
ministic online algorithm can do.
A. Negative: an adversarial instance
We reformulate the inputs of OJPA-HS by the defined
recording matrix as following. Let n := |V| be the number of
servers/nodes in the network and m := |J | be the total number
of flows at the end of the online instances. For notational
convenience, we assume that the nodes are all pre-labeled
in continuous order of positive integers and the flows are
labeled in the same way according to the arriving time. Let
matrix A be the n × m-dimensional matrix recording the
nodes each arriving flow passing through. For each element
aij in A, it equals to 1 if flow j passing through node i,
and 0 otherwise. In this way, the matrix is revealed column
by column over time. Consider a special case of OJPA-HS of
which all the capability functions of virtual servers are hard-
capacitated functions. In particular, we set up the instance by
letting dj = 1 for all j ∈ J , and
fi(ui) =
 0, ui = 0;1, 0 < ui ≤ 1;
+∞, ui > 1,
for all i ∈ V . Suppose that the kth flow passes through nodes
{2k − 1, 2k} for all k ∈ {1, · · · ,m/2} and let m = n be
even for ease. See the recording matrix in Fig. 3, in which we
ignore all zeros and highlight in red the allocations of VNF
instances (i.e. the variable xij who equals 1) output by an
arbitrary deterministic online algorithm.
As long as the VNF allocations for the first half of flows
(i.e. with label {1, · · · ,m/2}) are fixed/determined, then an
adversarial set of the latter half of flows (i.e. with label
{m/2 + 1, · · · ,m}) may pass through exactly the allocated
nodes determined by the algorithm. Note this output can be
any of the two, 2k − 1 or 2k for the k-th flow in the above
instance. Then even the best-possible decision one can make
hits an unbounded cost of +∞. From the other side, if we are
informed by the information for all coming flows, we can make
the best decision by switch our decision for all flows labeled
Fig. 3: Recording matrix with m = n = 8
{1, · · · ,m/2}. In the Fig. 3 for example, we may switch our
decision from red to orange and get a total cost of m. Thus
the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm in
this example must be unbounded.
Lemma 3: No deterministic online algorithm for OJPA-HS
has a bounded competitive ratio.
B. Positive: a best-possible deterministic online algorithm
Fortunately, we can make a best-possible online decision for
OJPA-HS. By best-possible, we mean that we cannot behave
better without changing our previous decisions in an arbitrary
time slot. Assume that J arrives in sequence {j1, j2, · · · , jm}
and {v1, v2, · · · , vn} is an arbitrary global label for V . Each
server v has a capability function fv(·). The flow jk with an
integral demand djk , passes though a subset of V denoted
by Pjk . For notation convenience, we give a local label
for the servers in Pjk as {vk1 , vk2 , · · · , vknk} such that it is
a subsequence of {v1, v2, · · · , vn}, where nk = |Pjk |. We
build a 3-dimensional dynamic programming to solve the best-
possible allocation as following.
Considering the flow jk, let ak(i, ω) be the element of a
2-dimensional table ak, where i ∈ [1, n], ω ∈ [0, djk ] are both
integers. The value of ak(i, ω) represents the minimum cost of
serving ω demand of jk after considering possible allocations
on servers {v1, v2, · · · , vi}. Of course we only consider the
servers in Pjk and for each vi ∈ V\Pjk , we set ak(i, ω) = +∞
or a sufficiently large number. δ is an n-dimensional vector that
updates over time. To specify its value, we record the value
of δ by δk at the moment we make a decision for jk. And the
i-th element of δk represents the current allocation of vi after
serving flow jk. Let ∆fki (ω) := fvki (ω+δ
k−1
i )−fvki (δ
k−1
i ) be
the cost increase after adding ω demand of flow jk to server
vki . And we assume w.l.o.g. that δ
0
i = 0, fi(0) = 0 for all
vi ∈ V . Compute for each i such that vki ∈ Pjk and each
ω ∈ [0, djk ],
ak(i, ω) =

∆fki (ω), i = 1;
min
δki ∈[0,djk ]
{ak(i− 1, ω − δki ) + ∆fki (δki )},
i ∈ [2, nk].
We can easily derive the recurrence and get the n × djk
table ak. The value ak(nk, djk) (= a
k(n, djk)) implies the
minimum cost of serving jk. And each δki we choose in the
recurrence for i ∈ [2, nk] constitutes the decision δk for the k-
th flow. Remember we have m such tables. The final solution
for OJPA-HS consists from each such δk and the objective
value w.r.t. the algorithm is
∑
i∈[1,n] fvi(δi), where again, δi is
the i-th element of n-dimensional vector δ updating throughout
the algorithm.
For easy understanding, we present the pseudocode of
the proposed dynamic programming as Algorithm 1. Let
D := maxk djk be the maximum demand of all the flows. We
conclude the following theorem for the proposed deterministic
online algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Deterministic online algorithm
1 Initialization: δ0 = zeros(n);
2 for k = 1 : m do
3 for i = 1 : n do
4 if vi /∈ Pjk then
5 for ω = 1 : djk do
6 ak(i, ω) = +∞;
7 δki = 0;
8 else if vi = vk1 then
9 for ω = 1 : djk do
10 ak(i, ω) = ∆fki (ω);
11 else
12 for ω = 1 : djk do
13 ak(i, ω) =
min
δki
{ak(i− 1, ω − δki ) + ∆fki (δki )};
14 δk(i)← δk−1(i) + δki ;
15 return Solution=δk for jk
16 Value=
∑n
i=1 fi(
∑m
k=1 δ
k(i)).
Theorem 1: We can in O(mnD2) time compute the best-
possible allocation for OJPA-HS.
Proof: Recall that we compute a 2-dimensional table for
m flows. Each table ak has n×djk elements and thus is upper
bounded by nD. All these end in mnD times computation.
For each element ak(i, ω) we need to compute the minimum
δki among D options. Putting all together we conclude that the
algorithm terminates in O(mnD2) time.
For optimality part, by best-possible we mean it is optimal
at each step. That is, we make the best decision for each single
arriving flow under the assumption that we cannot change the
previous decisions. Suppose as before flows come in sequence
j1 → j2 → · · · → jm and we focus on an arbitrary flow jk. We
build a djk -tree for jk, of which the root is a node represents
for jk, the depth is |Pjk | (the number of nodes jk passing
through) and each node has djk + 1 branches. Each edge is
equipped with a pair of weights (a, b) if the edge connects a
node with its (a+1)-th child, and b is the cost increase to add
a demand of jk to vki , i.e., b = ∆f
k
vki
(a). Fig 4 is an example
of djk -tree for jk where djk = 2 and |Pjk | = 3.
Fig. 4: djk -tree for jk
Obviously, the djk -tree contains all possible allocations of
demand djk . Algorithm 1 is a Breadth First Search (BFS) for
djk -tree to find out a path from the top to the bottom such
that the sum of weight b is minimized, at the same time the
sum of weight a is exactly djk . The sum of weight b along
the chosen path implies the minimum cost increase of serving
jk, completing the proof.
V. RANDOMIZED ONLINE ALGORITHM
It is not the end of the story. In this section, we propose
two types of randomized algorithms, both of which maintain
a provably small time and space complexity compared to
the previous deterministic algorithm. And from extensive
numerical experiments we found that we do not lose too much
by doing this. To explain the performance, we make a high-
level evaluation by analyzing some interesting instances and
exploring the reasons behind them.
A. Las Vegas Randomized Algorithm
Las Vegas Randomized Algorithm is such a randomized
algorithm that always outputs a correct solution, in OJPA-HS
which means, we always get all the flows fully served. We
continue using the notations as in last section. Considering
any online instance, we focus on the current arriving flow,
w.o.l.g., jk. We maintain a 2-dimensional array throughout
the algorithm, according to which we execute our randomized
algorithm, both the Las Vegas and Monte Carlo Randomized
Algorithms. We denote the array by P , where P is a n× djk
matrix. Let PXY be the X-th row Y -th column element of P .
And this is the probability we pick the element. Particularly,
we set
P ′XY =
I{vX∈Pjk} · Y
fX(δ
k−1
X + Y )− fX(δk−1X )
,
where I{vX∈Pjk} is the indicator function for the event vX ∈
Pjk , that is, it equals to 1 if vX ∈ Pjk happens and 0 otherwise.
To modify the array to be a probability distribution, we scale
each P ′XY such that the sum of them are exactly one. That is,
PXY =
P ′XY∑
X∈[1,n],Y ∈[1,djk ] P
′
XY
.
We design a Las Vegas Randomized Algorithm according
to the constructed array P . At each round, we sample an
element in P according to the probability PXY . Every time
we pick an element of PXY means we assign Y demand of
jk to node X . For each sample, we need to update the entire
array because the current allocation is changed, which may
change the cost increase for adding another demand on the
picked node. Repeat until the sum of picked value of Y are
sufficient to cover demand djk . When the algorithm terminates,
we obtain a feasible solution where all the flows are fully
served. This is why we call the proposed algorithm a Las
Vegas Randomized Algorithm (LV). For easy understanding,
we present the pseudocode of LV as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Las Vegas Randomized Algorithm
1 Initialization: δ0 = zeros(n);
2 for k = 1 : m do
3 δk ← δk−1;
4 repeat
5 for i = 1 : n do
6 for j = 1 : djk do
7 Compute P ′ij =
I{vi∈Pjk}·j
fi(δki +j)−fi(δki )
;
8 Scale Pij =
P ′ij∑
i∈[1,n],j∈[1,djk ]
P ′ij
;
9 Pick (X,Y ) according to the probability PXY ;
10 δk(X)← δk(X) + Y ;
until
∑
i∈[1,n](δ
k(i)− δk−1(i)) ≥ djk ;
11 return Solution=δk-δk−1 for jk;
12 Value=
∑n
i=1 fi(δ
k(i)).
In Algorithm 2, we use δk to denote the current allocation
for flows {j1, j2, · · · , jk}, which is different as in Algorithm
1. Thus the allocation for jk is δk − δk−1. In fact, we can do
slightly better than the above, in terms of improve the running
time and the performance.
1) Remember we update the entire array (line 7 and 8) after
each sample, mainly because we should maintain the
sum of one in order to keep P a probability distribution.
Actually we can make it a little different without change
the sum. For example, every time we pick a (X,Y ) pair,
we can only update the X-th row of P and maintain
the sum of that row. That is, compute P ′ij for i = X
where X is picked in last sample, and then scale PXj =
P ′Xj∑
j∈[1,djk ]
P ′Xj
. For i 6= X , we do not update Pij .
2) For the last Y we picked for jk, it may happen that when
adding Y demand, it exceed the demand djk , which may
cause a waste of the objective value. Towards that end,
we remove the exceed part of demand at the last round.
That is, we always keep
∑
i∈[1,n](δ
k(i)−δk−1(i)) = djk
for jk. In this way, we save (at least not waste) the output
value, because of the nondecreasing property for each
fi(·).
B. Monte Carlo Randomized Algorithm
Monte Carlo Randomized Algorithm is an algorithm that we
sometimes lose part of the correctness but in turn sometimes
we may get better solutions. Further, in our Monte Carlo
algorithm, we can take a balance between them. Another
advantage of Monte Carlo algorithm is that we can control
the running time of it by setting parameters, in this way we
may lose some correctness as mentioned. In Algorithm 2, we
do not care about the round we pick the random pair (X,Y ).
While in our Monte Carlo Randomized Algorithm (MC), we
restrict a fixed round for sampling the random pair. When the
algorithm terminates, every flow has a probability not being
fully served. Unless setting the number of rounds be D, MC
does not always outputs a feasible solution. We propose this
algorithm only for practical consideration in the case that the
decision maker is allowed to have a certain percentage of fail.
The main body of the MC is quite similar with LV.
That is, we maintain the same size array P throughout the
algorithm, compute and update P in the same way as we
do in LV. The only difference is the break condition for
the algorithm. For flow jk, we replace the break condition∑
i∈[1,n](δ
k(i) − δk−1(i)) ≥ djk with the number of rounds
r. That is, we do not care if the flow is fully served or not,
whenever it execute r rounds of sampling, we break the loop
for the flow. When break, we give a label for each flow as
SUCCESS or FAIL, depending on the flow is fully served
or not. When the algorithm terminates, there is a new output
that will report the FAIL rate of serving the flows, defined as
#FAIL
m . This is the general idea for the proposed MC. There
are still some possible modifications that may improve the
performance of MC.
1) Remember what we do for LV is to remove the exceed
demand at the last pick for each flow. We keep doing
this for MC, but only for the SUCCESS flows. For the
flow labeled FAIL, we remove all the allocation of it
and of course no exceed demand can be removed.
2) The setting of parameter r. In the above description,
we set a uniform r for each flow, which is not working
perfectly. Thinking about the two flow j and j′ with
demand dj > dj′ . For a fixed number of sampling, it
is more likely that j will not get fully served than f ′.
From the Morkov inequality we know the probability
of a random variable exceeding a fixed constant is
proportional with its expectation, thus we can do better
by setting the rounds of sampling for jk proportional
with djk . Particularly, we set the rounds for jk be ddjkr e
and here r is a parameter to be determined.
We present the pseudocode of the MC as Algorithm 3.
C. Analysis
1) Space-Complexity: The only space we maintain through-
out the algorithms (both LV and MC) are for the 2-dimensional
array P . We construct a n × djk matrix for jk. When jk+1
arrives, we need only n × max{djk , djk+1} space, because
we cover and replace the elements for jk with that for jk+1
Algorithm 3: Monte Carlo Randomized Algorithm
1 Initialization: δ0 = zeros(n);
2 for k = 1 : m do
3 δk ← δk−1;
4 for round=1 : ddjkr e do
5 for i = 1 : n do
6 for j = 1 : djk do
7 Compute P ′ij =
I{vi∈Pjk}·j
fi(δki +j)−fi(δki )
;
8 Scale Pij =
P ′ij∑
i∈[1,n],j∈[1,djk ]
P ′ij
;
9 Pick (X,Y ) according to the probability PXY ;
10 δk(X)← δk(X) + Y ;
11 if
∑
i∈[1,n](δ
k(i)− δk−1(i)) ≥ djk then
12 Label jk SUCCESS;
13 else
14 Label jk FAIL;
15 return Solution=δk-δk−1 for jk;
16 Value=
∑n
i=1 fi(δ
k(i));
17 FAIL rate=#(FAIL)m .
as the online algorithm proceeds. This ends up in a space
complexity of O(nD) for the proposed LV and MC, where
D = maxp∈[1,m] djp .
2) Time-Complexity: For the proposed randomized algo-
rithms LV and MC, the running time spent are dominated by
the computation of array P . The value P ′XY can be calculated
rapidly when the variable X and Y are ready, and for PXY
we divide every element of P ′XY by the sum of all P
′
XY in
the table. Thus we have constant time for the computation of
each PXY . Remember we have at most nD elements for one
flow, which gives a total time complexity of O(mnD).
3) Performance Evaluation: From the deterministic online
algorithm, we notice that to choose the best-possible VNF
allocations for each flow may in turn end up with a bad
solution, even when the capability functions are not hard-
capacitated ones. Suppose we have two types of servers: one
P-Server and m Q-Servers. Each flow passes through the only
P-Server and one of the m Q-Servers, the demand of which
are all ones. Let fP (uP ) = 1 + ε · uP and fQ(uQ) = uQ.
Employing Algorithm 1 to this instance we get a solution that
allocates the demand of jk on the Q-Server that jk passes
through, which end up in a total cost of m. For this instance
on the other hand, we can easily get an optimal cost of 1+ε·m
by allocating all the demand to the P-Server. This gives a
performance guarantee of +∞ as m grows to infinitely large.
Meanwhile in our randomized algorithms, we do not always
pursue the best-possible decision for each flow. As we see
in the sampling step, we choose the server X as well as
the correlative served demand Y according to the probability
of PXY . Ignoring the indicator I{vX∈Pjk} that force the
Fig. 5: P-Server and Q-Servers
probability to be zero for the servers not in Pjk , the remaining
part of P ′XY is the reciprocal of the marginal cost of serving
Y in server X , i.e., fX(δ
k−1
X +Y )−fX(δk−1X )
Y . With such settings,
the algorithms are more likely to choose the (X,Y ) pair with
small marginal cost, but not always the smallest one. In the
numerical experiments we show that by doing this, it performs
even as good as the deterministic online algorithm which costs
O(mnD2) time, as the randomized one only costs O(mnD)
time.
Theorem 2: The proposed randomized heuristic algorithms
terminate in time O(mnD) with space complexity O(nD).
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performances of our pro-
posed Algorithm 1 (DP), Algorithm 2 (LV) and Algorithm 3
(MC). Our environment for experiments is Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz with 64GB memory. We con-
struct extensive numerical experiments to analyze different
impacts of the proposed algorithms as well as the parameter
settings. Mainly, we make cross comparisons between DP, LV
and MC. Note MC is different from DP and LV because we
are not supposed to get feasible solutions. Thus it makes no
sense to compare the output value of MC with the other two
algorithms. For MC, we focus on the running time comparison
between it with LV (and thus with DP because we also have the
running time comparison for LV with DP).At last, by setting
different parameter r, we are able to see the impact of the
rounds of sampling in MC. Note in the following experiments,
the capability functions of the servers are generated among
linear function, concave function, hard capacitated function
and step function with equal probabilities. Note in some
of the result figures, we smooth the lines for presentation
considerations.
1) DP vs. LV for 35 random instances In this experi-
ment, we randomly generate 35 instances with given support.
Particularly, we set the size of the network to be 50 nodes,
passing through which are 400 flows with maximum demand
200. The paths of the flows are also generated uniformly at
random within the network. We run DP and LV once for each
generated instance. As was expected, the LV runs much faster
than DP for the same instance, but we found that the output
value of them are surprisingly close, see Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Experiment 1
2) DP vs. LV expected values (of 30 runs) for 30 random
instances In case that the result 1) happens accidentally, we
construct experiment 2). For the same setting, we generate
another 30 instances, and for each instance, we run DP once
and LV 30 times. In this way, we compare the expected value
for LV of 30 runs with the output value of DP. Besides, we
make a ratio between the cost of LV with that of DP to see
how close in each instance they are. See Fig. 7, the recorded
maximum ratio of the performance is 2.3057 in instance 13,
and the minimum is 0.8858 in instance 24, which means LV
performs even better than DP in this instance.
3) LV vs. MC w.r.t. running time As mentioned, it makes
no sense to compare the output value of LV with that of MC.
We construct this experiment mainly to see the running time
performance of LV and MC for variant sizes of the inputs.
As time-complexity analysis for the proposed algorithms says,
the randomized algorithm performs much better than the
deterministic one in terms of the running time. Thus in this
experiment, we allow the inputs to be much larger than that
in the previous two experiments. Particularly, we build three
different types of instances:
A-type: 50 nodes, 100 flows with maximum demand 200;
B-type: 50 nodes, 500 flows with maximum demand 200;
C-type: 50 nodes, 500 flows with maximum demand 1000.
For each type, we randomly generate 30 instances and for
each instance, run LV and MC once respectively. See Fig. 8,
for the A-type instances, the running time of the LV and MC
are very close. However, with the instances grow larger and
larger, the running time of them starts to separate. And for C-
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type instances, MC outperforms LV in terms of running time.
4) r vs. FAIL rate in MC In subsection B of section V, we
roughly discuss the impact of the rounds of sampling in MC.
And in order to have better performance, we set the number
of rounds be proportional with the flow demand as ddjr e. In
this experiment, we are able to see the relation between FAIL
rate with the setting of r. Note the larger r is, the smaller
rounds of sampling we have, and thus the higher FAIL rate
may occur. Particularly, the instances are randomly generated
under settings 50 nodes, 500 flows with maximum demand
1000. And r grows from 5 to 50 with step length 5. Results
see Fig. 9.
Summary From the numerical experiments, we have a
better knowledge of the proposed algorithms. We prove that
by employing LV randomized algorithm, we do not lose too
much of the optimality compared with the provable efficient
deterministic algorithm, but we dramatically reduce the time
and space complexity. If the Internet Service Providers are
allowed to fail to serve some flow requirements, then MC is
a good choice because the running time of MC outperforms
LV when the data grow large. Also, we show that the fail
rate is controllable by setting large rounds of sampling. All
the experiment results show the efficiency of the proposed
randomized heuristic algorithms for OJPA-HS.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce the novel capability function
in JPA-VNF to measure the potential of a virtual server for
locating VNF instances and propose the OJPA-HS. OJPA-HS
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model allows the servers in the network to be heterogeneous,
at the same time combines and generalizes many classical JPA-
VNF models. However, this model is proved to be NP-hard and
even no efficient deterministic online algorithm exists. Under
the hardness, we propose a provable best-possible determin-
istic algorithm based on dynamic programming. Besides, we
propose another two randomized heuristic algorithms, LV and
MC, both of which conquer the shortcoming of DP for the
high complexity. We show by experiments that LV performs
surprisingly close with DP in terms of the output value, with
much shorter running time. And a comparison between LV and
MC shows that MC outperforms LV in running time for large
instances. However, MC not always outputs a feasible solution,
which means it is only useful when the ISP is allowed to fail
to serve some requirements. But the good news is, the fail rate
is controllable by carefully setting a certain parameter in MC.
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